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Abstract. Pointer and taint analyses are the building blocks for several other static analysis techniques. Unfortunately, these techniques frequently sacrifice precision in favor of scalability by over-approximating program behaviors. Scaling these analyses to real-world codebases written in memory-unsafe languages while retaining precision under the constraint of practical time and resource budgets is an open problem. In this paper, we present a novel technique called hybrid pruning, where we inject the information collected from a program’s dynamic trace, which is accurate by its very nature, into a static pointer or taint analysis system to enhance its precision. We also tackle the challenge of combining static and dynamic analyses, which operate in two different analysis domains, in order to make the interleaving possible. Finally, we show the usefulness of our approach by reducing the false positives emitted by a static vulnerability detector that consumes the improved points-to and taint information. On our dataset of 12 CGC and 8 real-world applications, our hybrid approach cuts down the warnings up to 21\% over vanilla static analysis, while reporting 19 out of 20 bugs in total.
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1 Introduction

Pointer analysis is a fundamental static program analysis technique that computes the set of abstract program objects that a pointer variable may or must point to. Pointer information is an indispensable pre-requisite for various techniques operating across a spectrum of domains, ranging from programming languages, to software engineering, to system security. One such notable client is taint analysis, which determines the set of objects in a program that are affected by external inputs. The analysis is bootstrapped by marking an initial set of
objects that can directly be influenced by an external source (e.g., an attacker) as tainted. During taint propagation, the taint engine consults the points-to set of the destination operand of a program instruction, and propagates taint labels according to the taint policy, and the taint labels of the source operands. Therefore, an over-approximated points-to set quickly leads to taint explosion, resulting in most of the program objects getting incorrectly tainted. Many static vulnerability detection techniques employ either pointer, or taint analysis, or a combination of both [29]. In order to not miss bugs, these techniques strive to be sound, rather than complete. Consequently, such vulnerability detection clients generate numerous false positives. A precise pointer or taint analysis improves the false positive rate of a static vulnerability detector, thereby making the overall result more amenable to manual triaging.

As the size of the target program grows, precise, whole program pointer and taint analyses become prohibitively expensive. Though field, context, or flow sensitivity increases the analysis precision, such an analysis pays the price in terms of the overhead associated with the metadata management, and enumeration of individual field, context, or flow. Oftentimes, the analyses make unsound choices in order to remain scalable, e.g., restricting the exploration within a specific sub-system, or making certain soundy assumptions [29].

In this paper, we propose hybrid pruning – a novel program analysis paradigm that augments the state-of-the-art static analysis techniques with dynamic trace information. Our algorithm improves both the pointer and taint analyses at those program points where static reasoning is imprecise, and precise dynamic information is available. With the recent tide of research in fuzzing, it has become easier to generate high-quality dynamic traces with deeper program penetration. If the dynamic trace is available along a certain program path, our algorithm injects guaranteed, precise yet partial ground truth to aid the static analysis component. Although inherently unsound in principle, our strategy transitively improves the analysis at all those program points which were previously using the imprecise static information, thus multiplicating the advantage. However, leveraging a dynamic trace for static analysis is non-trivial, as they operate in two different analysis domains, e.g., concrete instructions and run-time memory allocations vs. SSA-based IR and abstract memory objects. Our approach lifts the dynamic trace to the static domain to make the interleaving possible. Of course, dynamic analysis tools, such as fuzzers, will likely not succeed in exercising all possible program paths. To compensate for the lack of dynamic coverage, we fall back to the conservative static analysis for all other program paths for which a dynamic trace is absent. We demonstrate two different modes of hybrid pruning – opportunistic ($H_o$) and propagation-only ($H_p$), and show when one is better than the other depending on the quality of the dynamic trace collected. These two modes operate along a spectrum of soundness and usability. The improvement in points-to and taint analyses is positively correlated with the dynamic coverage. If the dynamic coverage is moderate, the $H_o$ mode is preferred. This mode is designed to be more robust against the lack of dynamic information, because it conservatively switches to pure static mode where dynamic information is
unavailable. On the other hand, the H_p mode shows promise when we have high confidence in the quality of dynamic information, as just the dynamic facts are propagated using the static analysis algorithms in this mode.

Our work is motivated by the observation that the static bug detectors are oftentimes notorious in emitting warnings in a volume which far surpasses the triaging ability of the human experts. For example, as on May 7, 2022, Coverity [3], a popular static bug detector, has emitted 47,038 warnings in the Linux kernel version 5.18.0-rc4, of which 9,137 are still outstanding. We envision hybrid pruning as a technique to improve the state-of-the-art in the static bug detection. Therefore, to evaluate the applicability of our technique in the real world, we extended Dr.Checker [29], a purely static bug finder, to make use of hybrid pruning. As we anticipated, the precise points-to and taint information indeed reduced the number of false positives, while maintaining a comparable true positive rate. On our evaluation of 12 CGC [13] applications, the bug detectors relying on the H_o mode emit up to 36% less warnings, while the H_p mode reduces warnings up to 56%. We additionally show that, in spite of reducing significant fraction of warnings, the vulnerability detectors are still able to detect 15 (H_p) and 19 (H_o) out of 20 bugs in the CGC [13] and the real-world datasets combined.

Contributions. This paper makes the following contributions:

1. **Technique.** We propose hybrid pruning, a new hybrid program analysis technique that combines dynamic information with the vanilla static analysis to develop precise pointer and taint analyses.

2. **Applicability.** To demonstrate the effectiveness of our hybrid technique, we have further developed a vulnerability detection system as a client of our improved pointer and taint analyses. It exhibits significantly lower false positive rate as compared to its static counterpart.

3. **Evaluation.** We implement our approach in a practical prototype, and show its efficacy in an experimental evaluation on two different datasets, i.e., CGC [13], and a collection of popular real-world programs.

2 Background

In this section, we equip the reader with the background information required to understand our approach.

2.1 Flow-sensitive, static points-to analysis

We provide a brief overview of an Andersen-style, flow-sensitive, static points-to (SPT) analysis technique, which we will use later on to demonstrate our hybrid approach. The goal of any static points-to analysis is to determine the set of objects that a given pointer can point to, at any point in the program. Specifically, a points-to analysis answers a membership query \( \text{IsPtsTo}(p, x) \), which indicates whether a memory object \( x \) is in the points-to set of the pointer \( p \).
A flow-sensitive points-to analysis computes the points-to set of the pointers according to the control-flow of the program. Given a program, the analysis starts by generating constraints for every pointer according to their usage in the program. The solution to the generated constraints gives the points-to results for all the pointers. A points-to analysis either categorizes, or transforms any program statement into one or more of the statements in Figure 1.
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Fig. 1: The premise (highlighted) of an inference rule represents the type of the statement encountered in a program, and the conclusion corresponds to the constraints in SPT.

Fig. 2: Rules to solve the SPT constraint graph.

**Constraint generation.** The analysis iterates over the statements in a program, and collects the constraints according to the rules in Figure 1, where \(l_x\) and \(\text{PtsTo}(p)\) denote the location of the variable \(x\), and the points-to set of the pointer \(p\) respectively. The constraints are usually managed by creating a constraint graph, where the nodes represent pointers or memory objects, and edges represent the constraints.

**Constraint solving.** Once the constraints are generated, each of the constraints will be solved until a fixed point is reached, i.e., no changes occur to the points-to set of all the pointers. The rules in Figure 2 are used to solve the generated constraints.

### 2.2 Static taint tracking

Static Taint Tracking (STT) [36] is a data-flow tracking technique used to track the flow of the tainted data within a program. STT is most commonly used in vulnerability detection, where the program input is tainted, and vulnerabilities are modeled as an usage of unsanitized data in the sensitive operations. For example, a usage of tainted data in an arithmetic operation can cause an integer overflow or an underflow bug. Similarly, an out-of-bounds access bug can occur when tainted data is used as the index in an array. STT consists of the following components:
Taint source. Functions that read an input from the user, or the environment, e.g., `read`, `scanf` are considered as taint sources. The variables into which the data is read are labeled as tainted.

Taint propagation. Typically, the result (destination) of an operation is labeled tainted if any one of its operands (source) is already tainted, e.g., for a binary operation \( r \leftarrow f(a, b) \), taint propagates to \( r \) if either \( a \) or \( b \) is tainted.

An STT requires points-to information to track the flow of tainted data through pointers. To inject taint, the STT must know to which objects the source pointer can point, so that it can taint all those objects. Note that an imprecise pointer analysis could result in over-tainting, resulting in many data elements being incorrectly considered as tainted [41]. In this paper, we use the taint propagation rules similar to the ones proposed in Dr. Checker [29].

3 Motivation

3.1 Running example

We use the code in Listing 1.1 to explain various aspects of our technique. To generate execution traces, we exercise the program with a test suite. However, the part of the code highlighted in red is not executed in any of the dynamic runs.

Points-to. The `process_buf()` function returns either of its `char` pointer arguments (\( \text{res} \) at Line 10, or \( \text{req} \) at Line 13) depending on the value of \( r \) (Lines 8 and 11). \( \text{c_buff} \) gets assigned the pointer returned by the `process_buf()` call once at Line 28 (\( \text{res_buff} \)), then again at Line 35 (\( \text{greq} \)), and lastly at Line 47 (\( q \)).

Taint. At Line 32, the program reads user data into the buffer pointed to by \( \text{c_buff} \), which, in turn, points to \( \text{res_buff} \).

Bugs. There are five array indexing operations (Lines 37 – 41, 50). However, the operation at the Line 39 could lead to an out-of-bounds write of \( \text{buff} \), because \( \text{res_buff} \) gets tainted at Line 32 (via \( \text{c_buff} \)). In turn, the index \( \text{res_buff}[0] \) can contain a value greater than the size of \( \text{buff} \) (i.e., 16). Likewise, the write at Line 50 can lead to an out-of-bounds write of the buffer pointed by \( \text{c_buff} \) (i.e., \( q \) from Line 47). The remaining three indexing operations are safe.

3.2 Imprecision in vanilla static analysis

Consider an STT technique based on the SPT analysis that we presented in Section 2 on our example in Listing 1.1. The call to `read_user_data` taints object ids \{3, 1, 4, 2\} because of the points-to set of \( \text{c_buff}@28 \). At Lines 37, 39, 40, 41, and 50, we are using data from the tainted objects (i.e., \{3, 1, 4, 2\}) as indices to write to arrays. Consequently, any static vulnerability detection technique that relies only on the STT information, and checks for the use of tainted data as an array index (unsafe operation) will raise a potential out-of-bounds alert. However, as described in Section 3.1, only the buffer pointed to by \( \text{res_buff} \)
contains tainted data. Therefore, only the warnings raised at Lines 39 and 50 are true positives. Next, we show how we use dynamic information to improve the precision of static analysis techniques to eliminate these false positives.

```c
#define BSIZE 512

// global object, ID: 1
char greg[BSIZE];
// global object, ID: 2
char gres[BSIZE];
char *process_buf(IOLevel r, char *res, char *req) {
    switch(r) {
    case IORECV:
        ...
        return res;
    case IOSEND:
        ...
        return req;
    }
    return NULL;
}

int main(...) {
    // stack object, ID: 3
    char req_buff[BSIZE];
    // stack object, ID: 4
    char res_buff[BSIZE];
    // stack object, ID: 5
    char buf[16];
    char *c_buff, *t_buff;
    ...
    // The return value will be res_buff
    c_buff = process_buf(IORECV, res_buff, req_buff);
    ...
    // Read user (tainted) data into the buffer
    // pointed to by c_buff, i.e., res_buff
    read_user_data(c_buff, BSIZE);
    ...
    // The return value will be greg
    c_buff = process_buf(IOSEND, gres, greg);
    ...
    buf[req_buff[0]] = 'R';
    // BUG: Potential out of bounds write
    buf[res_buff[0]] = 'S';
    buf[gres[0]] = 'I';
    buf[greq[0]] = 'R';
    ...
    if (...) {
        // heap object, ID: 6
        char *q = getenv(...);
        t_buff = c_buff; // c_buff points to greg here
        c_buff = q;
        ...
        // BUG: Potential out of bounds write
        c_buff[res_buff[0]] = 'L';
        ...
    }
    ...
    return 0;
}
```

Listing 1.1: Example program to demonstrate the effectiveness of hybrid pruning. The region highlighted in red is never executed in any of the dynamic runs.
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Table 1: Tainted objects (✓: Tainted, ×: not Tainted) when different points-to analysis techniques are used. The colors green and red represent true positives, and false positives respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Tainted data? (Ground Truth)</th>
<th>Static Taint Tracking (STT)</th>
<th>Flow-Sens PT</th>
<th>H\textsubscript{P}-PT</th>
<th>H\textsubscript{o}-PT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>gres</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>gres</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>gres</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>gres</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>buff</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>q</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Vulnerability warnings of static taint tracking when different points-to analysis techniques are used. The color green represents true positives, and red represents false positives and false negatives respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vulnerability Warnings (Ground Truth)</th>
<th>Static Taint Tracking (STT)</th>
<th>Flow-Sens PT</th>
<th>H\textsubscript{P}-PT</th>
<th>H\textsubscript{o}-PT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Out-of-bounds write on Line 39</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Out-of-bounds write on Line 50</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>False positives</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total warnings</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Dynamic points-to information collected for the example in Listing 1.1. N/A indicates that the code corresponding to the pointer is not executed in any of the dynamic runs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pointer</th>
<th>Dynamic points-to</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>q</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>buff</td>
<td>(5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>req_buff</td>
<td>(3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gres</td>
<td>(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>res_buff</td>
<td>(4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gres</td>
<td>(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>req</td>
<td>(1, 3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>res</td>
<td>(2, 4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>return</td>
<td>(3, 1, 4, 2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c\textsub{buff}@28</td>
<td>(4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c\textsub{buff}@35</td>
<td>(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c\textsub{buff}@47</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3 Precision gain due to hybrid pruning

First, we exercise the program either using tests, or by fuzzing, to collect dynamic points-to and taint facts. Then, we augment the static pointer and taint analysis techniques with the recorded dynamic facts in either of the following two ways – propagation-only (H\textsubscript{P}), or opportunistic (H\textsubscript{o}).

**Propagation-only (H\textsubscript{P}).** In this mode, the static analysis is first initialized with the recorded dynamic facts. Then, the static pointer and taint analysis algorithms propagate those dynamic facts even to those program points that are not executed dynamically. In other words, the information generated at any program point is derived only from the dynamic information, but propagated by the static analysis rules. The benefit of the H\textsubscript{P} over dynamic-only analysis is that the former compensates for the lack of dynamic information by static propagation of dynamic facts, at the program points where the dynamic information is absent. Greater the dynamic coverage is, more effective the H\textsubscript{P} mode will be in eliminating the spurious points-to and taint sets. The H\textsubscript{P} hybrid pruning strategy, when applied to static points-to (SPT) and static taint-tracking (STT) analyses, yields H\textsubscript{P}-PT (propagation-only points-to) and H\textsubscript{P}-TT (propagation-only taint-tracking) analyses, respectively.

In Listing 1.1, H\textsubscript{P}-PT prunes the over-approximated SPT set of c\textsub{buff}@28 from \{3, 1, 4, 2\} to \{4\}. Consequently, an STT that relies on H\textsubscript{P}-PT correctly taints only the object with id 4 (res\textsub{buff}), thus improving the precision of the taint analysis, as shown in Table 1 (Column H\textsubscript{P}-PT). Furthermore, as shown in Table 2 (Column H\textsubscript{P}-PT), a static vulnerability detection technique that uses this hybrid taint-tracking emits no false warnings. However, for cases where dynamic information is inadequate, e.g., the points-to information of c\textsub{buff}@47 is

...
absent, the HP mode might fail to compute certain information. The missing information might introduce false negatives, as shown in Table 2 (Column HP-PT), where using HP-PT resulted in missing the vulnerability in Line 50 of Listing 1.1.

Difference between HP and classic dynamic analysis. Since HP mode propagates dynamic facts using static algorithms, it essentially compensates for the ‘lost’ information at certain program points. In Listing 1.1, a purely dynamic approach would compute an empty points-to set for t_buff@46, because Line 46 was never executed in any of the dynamic runs. However, Line 35 was dynamically executed, which made c_buff@35 point to greq. That information will be propagated in HP mode, resulting in t_buff@46 correctly pointing to the greq buffer.

Opportunistic (Ho). As explained above, the points-to and taint information that the HP mode propagates might be incomplete due to lack of dynamic coverage at certain program points – resulting in false negatives. To alleviate this issue, we use the dynamic information in the HP mode only at those program points that are executed dynamically. For all other program points, we use the static information. Opportunistic use of the dynamic facts conservatively preserves the static points-to and taint sets at those program points where the dynamic information is not available. The only difference between the HP and the Ho modes is that the HP allows static information to be generated, while the HP does not. The HP hybrid pruning strategy, when applied to static points-to (SPT) and static taint-tracking (STT) analyses, yields HP-PT (opportunistic points-to) and Ho-TT (opportunistic taint-tracking) analyses, respectively.

In Listing 1.1, though the code highlighted in red is not dynamically executed, Ho-PT infers the points-to relation between c_buff@47 and object with id 6. Consequently, an STT that relies on Ho-PT correctly taints the relevant buffer, as shown in Table 1 (Column HP-PT). Furthermore, as shown in Table 2 (Column HP-PT), a static vulnerability detection technique that uses this hybrid taint-tracking emits no false warnings, yet discovers both the vulnerabilities.

4 Hybrid Pruning

Our technique works in three steps. First, we generate the dynamic facts (Section 4.1), e.g., points-to and taint sets, by exercising the program with a test suite, or using fuzzing. In the next phase, which we call domain re-mapping (Section 4.2), we lift the dynamic facts to the same domain as that of the static ones, so that a unified analysis becomes possible. Finally, we run the static analysis, and inject (Section 4.3) the dynamic facts, wherever available, thus eliminating potentially spurious points-to and taint sets at those program points. Note that the precision improvement is not only local to the point of injection, but also carried forward to the downstream analysis sites by the static algorithms. For example, “fixing” an over-approximated points-to set progressively taints fewer objects further down the analysis. Finally, we run a number of vulnerability detectors (Section 4.4), which uses the hybrid facts to eliminate spurious warnings.
4.1 Generation of dynamic facts

During a program’s execution, we record (i) the allocation and deallocation of program objects, (ii) the read and write accesses on those objects, (iii) the callsite-based program context of the instructions involved in (i) and (ii), and (iv) the arguments of the input API, e.g., read. Once this information is collected, we compute the dynamic points-to and taint information corresponding to those memory objects from the recorded trace. Next, we describe how we recover the dynamic facts from the collected trace in detail.

**Dynamic context.** We keep track of a function’s call-stack $c$ at run-time, by emulating a parallel stack updated at every call and ret instruction. For every instruction $I$, we compute its dynamic context $\Delta(I) = (c, \tau)$, where $c$ is the call-stack with which $I$ is executed, and $\tau$ is an unique identifier for each $I$.

**Memory objects.** We maintain the tuple $(sz, rt, \Delta(I))$ for each memory object $o$ allocated, or deallocated by an instruction $I$, where $sz$ is the size of the object (in bytes), $rt$ is its run-time address, and $\Delta(I)$ being its dynamic context. We extract the size $sz$ of the local and global memory objects from their types. The size of the heap object is extracted from the $size$ argument passed to the allocation routines, e.g., malloc. Note that, different instances of an object $o$ with the same context $\Delta(I)$ might get created at different points in time in an execution, or even across different executions. We merge the dynamic facts associated with all those instances of an object $o$, by its context $\Delta(I)$, at the end of trace collection. For each object $o$ created by the same instruction $I$ with the same context $\Delta(I)$, we compute its id $\pi(o) = \{\text{hash}(\Delta(I), \tau(I))\}$, which uniquely identifies the object for a given context.

**Points-to facts.** To compute the points-to sets, we track all the write operations to the program objects. Assume, a memory write instruction writes to the address $w_d$ of a memory object $o_d = (sz_d, rt_d, \_)$, If the value being written to is a memory address $w_s$ of an object $o_s = (sz_s, rt_s, \_)$, then we make the offset $(w_d - rt_d)$ of the object $o_d$ point to the offset $(w_s - rt_s)$ of the object $o_s$. Formally, the updated points-to set $\rho(o_d, w_d - rt_d) = \rho(o_d, w_d - rt_d) \cup (\pi(o_s), w_s - rt_s)$.

**Taint facts.** We use the same taint sources as that of static taint analysis. However, different from the static case, dynamically we taint the exact number of bytes read by an input API, e.g., a read(fd, buf, count) call taints count bytes of the buffer buf.

4.2 Domain re-mapping

Hybrid pruning seeds static analysis algorithms with the dynamic information. Static analysis operates on an intermediate representation (IR), and models program memory in terms of abstract objects. However, dynamic analysis executes native CPU instructions, and objects are created at run-time on the program stack, or heap. We use the following two-fold approach to bridge this gap. First, we assign a unique instruction id $\tau$ to each IR instruction. Additionally, to represent a memory object, we use a unique object id $\pi$ as discussed earlier. We include both the $\tau$ and $\pi$ in the dynamic events, and the generated dynamic
facts. During the static analysis, we re-use the same $\tau$ as that of the dynamic analysis, and use identical definition of static context as that of dynamic context $\Delta(I)$. Hence, the static and dynamic object id $\pi$ evaluates to be the same, for the same object, created in the same context. The hybrid pruning leverages this fact to establish the equivalence between a dynamic memory object, and its static counterpart.

4.3 Injection of dynamic facts

We augment both the static pointer and taint analyses with the dynamic information to achieve hybrid pruning. For the pointer analysis, we leverage the flow-sensitive analysis from SVF [45]. Our static taint analysis engine is flow-, context-, and field-sensitive. In addition to the family of input APIs, e.g., `scanf`, `gets`, etc., we consider the command-line arguments of the program as the taint sources. The taint analysis is parameterized by the underlying pointer analysis, i.e., while propagating the taint labels, it queries the pointer analysis for the points-to sets of the destination operand of an instruction. Taint sinks are determined by the taint policies of the respective vulnerability detectors. Depending on how we inject dynamic facts during static analysis, we develop two modes of hybrid pruning – propagation-only and opportunistic.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\text{PtsTo}(p) \supseteq \text{PtsTo}(q)$</th>
<th>$\text{dynV}(q) \land l_e \in \text{DynPtsTo}(q)$</th>
<th>$\text{DynCopy}$</th>
<th>$\text{PtsTo}(p) \supseteq \text{PtsTo}(q)$</th>
<th>$\neg\text{dynV}(q) \land l_e \in \text{PtsTo}(q)$</th>
<th>$\text{ICopy}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$l_e \in \text{PtsTo}(p)$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$l_e \in \text{PtsTo}(p)$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 3: Rules to solve the hybrid constraint graph.

Propagation-only ($H_P$). In this case, we propagate just the dynamic facts using static analysis rules. For the SPT we presented in Section 2, we can achieve $H_P$ hybrid pruning by (i) not generating any ADDRESS-OF constraints, and (ii) modifying the COPY and DEREference constraints to consider only the dynamic information. While (i) prevents generation of any new static fact, (ii) ensures propagation of dynamic facts following the SPT rules. We split the constraint-solving rules in Figure 2 depending on the availability of the dynamic information. Specifically, we follow the DynCopy and DynDereference rules as shown in Figure 3, to process the COPY and DEREference instructions in the $H_P$ mode. The $\text{dynV}(p)$ predicate checks whether the program point corresponding to the pointer $p$ has been dynamically executed. If so, we consider the dynamic points-to set returned by the $\text{DynPtsTo}(p)$ predicate. In the $H_P$ mode of STT, we ignore all the static taint sources. We use just the dynamic taint information for all the dynamically executed instructions. In effect, we consider only those instructions that have been both dynamically executed, and found to be tainted. Due to the space constraint, we refrain from presenting the modified transfer functions for the taint propagation.
Opportunistic ($H_o$). In this case, we generate new static facts, if dynamic information is unavailable. If the later is available at a program point, it is given priority over its static counterpart. For the SPT we presented in Section 2, we can achieve the $H_o$ hybrid pruning by (i) generating the ADDRESS-OF constraints, and (ii) modifying the COPY and DEREERENCE constraints to give preference to dynamic information, if available. Otherwise, the constraint solving rules are made to use static information. Policy (i) ensures the generation of new static facts, which compensates for the lack of dynamic coverage. In fact, if the dynamic information is available, we use the same constraint-solving rules as in the case of the $H_p$ mode, while processing the COPY and DEREERENCE instructions. However, we also introduce two new rules, viz., ICOPY and IDEREERENCE as shown in Figure 3, to deal with those cases when dynamic information is absent. The $H_o$ strategy falls back to SPT in that case. In the $H_o$ mode of STT, we enable the static taint sources. Also, we propagate the static taint except when the dynamic information is available at an instruction, it is given priority. In other words, the taint engine never taints an instruction that has been dynamically executed, yet was never tainted.

4.4 Vulnerability detection

The vulnerability detectors use the taint information to detect potentially buggy program points. Since, the taint analysis itself is a client of the pointer analysis, the checkers run when both the pointer and taint analyses are over. In our research prototype, we only use detectors capable of finding spatial vulnerabilities, e.g., buffer overflow, out of bounds, etc. Temporal bugs, e.g., use after free, double free, etc., are considered out of scope. Specifically, we use the taint-based bug detectors, i.e., Improper Tainted-Data Use Detector (ITDUD), and Tainted Loop Bound Detector (TLBD) from the Dr. Checker [29] project. ITDUD monitors whether tainted data is used in risky functions e.g., strcpy, memcpy, etc. Where as, TLBD checks if the loop bound can possibly be tainted.

4.5 Implementation

To generate the dynamic facts, we instrument the program using LLVM 7.0 [5]. The static and hybrid analysis engines are based on SVF 7.0 [45]. We extended SVF to add support for taint analysis, while using its pointer analysis (fspta) out-of-the-box. We use the DataFlowSanitizer [6] (DFSan), a generic dynamic data flow analysis LLVM pass, which instruments the program to perform dynamic taint tracking. The DFSan also handles memory taint by maintaining a shadow memory [37]. Our analysis injects and propagates taint automatically, and collects all the tainted instructions and memory objects. The vulnerability checkers are adapted from the Dr. Checker [29].
5 Evaluation

We evaluate the effectiveness of our approach in a downstream security application, e.g., vulnerability detection. We show that using our hybrid points-to and taint analysis we generate fewer false-positives (warnings that are not real bugs), while still detecting real bugs.

5.1 Evaluation setup

Dataset. Our approach was evaluated on the following two datasets. CGC. The corpus of 246 programs [13] used by DARPA in the Cyber Grand Challenge (CGC) [4]. We chose to use cb-multios [33], a port of the CGC challenge set to Linux x86 by Trail of Bits. cb-multios project failed to port five programs to Linux. Moreover, the programs are meant to be compiled in 32-bit, while our DFSan based implementation generates only 64-bit binaries owing to the limitation imposed by the shadow memory mechanism. Due to unsupported architecture, 89 programs aborted with an early memory corruption inside the custom heap allocator. From the remaining ones, we randomly sampled 12 programs containing spatial vulnerabilities to include in our dataset.

Real-world. Though CGC programs mimic real-world applications both in terms of complexity and functionality, we collected 8 vulnerable versions (Table 4) of 4 distinct real-world GNU applications containing only spatial vulnerabilities from the CVE database [2]. We used the test suites available with the respective versions of those utilities to exercise those programs.

Instrumentation. This step was carried out on an Ubuntu 18.04.3 LTS, 64-bit system equipped with an Intel Core i7-4770 (3.40GHz) CPU, and 32GB of memory, under moderate workload.

Trace collection. We re-used the same setup from the previous phase. The programs were exercised by their respective test suite. Real-world applications were let to run until they gracefully exit. However, many CGC programs being interactive, and menu-driven in nature, they run in a waiting loop until a specific program option is chosen, e.g., sending a QUIT command. It is not guaranteed that the test cases will drive the programs to completion. To ensure the convergence of the experiment, we imposed a hard time-limit of 15 seconds per program execution by sending a SIGTERM signal, and installed signal handlers to record traces at termination.

Hybrid analysis. We deployed this analysis to a Celery [1] cluster consisting of 8 servers with an analysis time-limit of 6 hours per program, per configuration. Each server was equipped with an Intel Xeon E5645 2.40GHz CPU, and 96GB of memory, running Ubuntu 16.04.6 LTS, 64-bit. Despite the time-limit in place, none of the analyses was observed to hit the limit.

5.2 Vulnerability detection

We measured the effectiveness of our pruning strategy in terms of the reduction of warnings due to the following two reasons—(i) We were interested to understand
if our technique is able to significantly bring down the number of warnings emitted by a static bug detector such that those alarms can be verified by the analysts manually. (ii) We had the partial knowledge of the vulnerabilities (ground truth) present in our dataset. In other words, we did not have the knowledge of all the bugs contained in our subjects. Both the sources of building the ground truth—the bugs documented with the CGC dataset, and the CVE database records for the vulnerable real-world programs—were incomplete. Therefore, we could only confidently determine the true positives for bugs by associating the warnings to our known bugs. However, a similar strategy would incorrectly flag a warning, which is indeed a bug, as a false positive just because the associated bug report is not present in our (incomplete) ground truth. Establishing a complete ground truth would not only require the involvement of human experts, but also would be hard to scale to all the programs included in our dataset.

**Warning Reduction Factor (WRF).** To measure the effectiveness of hybrid pruning, we introduce the notion of warning reduction factor (WRF), a metric that captures the effect of hybrid pruning on emitted warnings, w.r.t. the baseline static vulnerability detection technique. An WRF = 0%, the worst-case scenario for our technique, corresponds to no improvement due to hybrid pruning over the static analysis. A non-zero WRF quantifies the improvement in performance induced by hybrid pruning. We define WRF as the fraction of warnings that are not raised by our hybrid (Ho/Hp) analysis. Formally, $WRF = (|\omega_B| - |\omega_H|)/|\omega_B|$, where $|\omega_B|$ and $|\omega_H|$ denote the number of warnings reported by the baseline and the hybrid analyses respectively.

![Warning reduction](image)

(a) Warning reduction by hybrid pruning compared to baseline analysis

![Dynamic trace](image)

(b) Warning reduction with dynamic trace

**Fig. 4: Analysis of warning reductions**

**Results and analysis.** In this experiment, we ran the bug detectors (Section 4.4) in three different configurations: (A) **static-only:** flow-sensitive static points-to + static taint (B) H_o-only: flow-sensitive H_o points-to + H_o taint, and (C) H_p-only: flow-sensitive H_p points-to + H_p taint. To demonstrate the reduction in the warnings, we evaluated our approach on the CGC [13] dataset. The
static-only configuration, which emits the most number of warnings, serves as the baseline for this experiment. Figure 4a shows the reduction in the number of warnings when Ho-only and Hp-only analyses are used. Further we observe that the WRF increases as the size (lines of code), and the complexity (e.g., pointer-heavy programs), the number of taint sources, or the dynamic coverage increases. Intuitively, the first three factors make the analysis harder for a static bug detector, thus generating larger number of spurious warnings. The fourth factor, i.e., the dynamic coverage, indeed benefits the hybrid analysis, as we show in Section 5.3. The Ho-only configuration reduces the warnings up to 36% (WRF=0.36), while the reduction in the Hp-only configuration is higher, up to 56% (WRF=0.56). We argue that this is no worse than any dynamic-only analysis system (e.g., fuzzing) which suffers from insufficient coverage. Hp-only mode is helpful only when we have high confidence in the completeness of the dynamic information, e.g., the test suite is exhaustive, providing good coverage. If the dynamic coverage is lacking, Ho-only mode is preferred.

This study reinforces the trade-off [51] between usability and soundness. We envision our bug detection system to be used in practice in either of these two modes: (a) Conservative: When an analyst chooses to minimize the likelihood of missing bugs, but is ready to tolerate a reduced reduction in the warnings; Ho-only mode is helpful. (b) Priority: When an analyst prioritizes finding the most
number of bugs in a small time window, thus requiring a significant reduction in spurious warnings; $H_p$-only mode is a perfect fit.

While cutting down the number of warnings is desirable, it is not sufficient because of the potential risk of missing the true bugs. To evaluate the impact of hybrid pruning on the bug detection capability of the static bug detectors, we ran the same on both the CGC [13] and the real-world datasets. Table 4 summarizes the bugs discovered by the bug detectors while running in the $H_p$-only and $H_o$-only configurations. While the former is found to miss five bugs, the later misses just one bug. Intuitively, though insufficient dynamic coverage exhibits greater warning reduction in the $H_p$-mode, it misses more bugs than the $H_o$-mode, which compensates for the lack of dynamic coverage, by design. Please note that, even $H_o$-mode can also miss true bugs in some cases. We discuss that in Section 6.

Hence, we show that hybrid pruning enable scalable and efficient bug triaging by cutting down on false alarms while retaining comparable true-positive rate.

5.3 Effect of dynamic trace

An important aspect to consider is how the quantity of dynamic information available affects the overall performance of hybrid pruning. We conducted this experiment on three subjects, i.e., YAN01_00011, grep and readelf in $H_o$-mode; where we gradually inject more dynamic traces into our analysis system. We use fuzzing as an inexpensive way of trace generation, and randomly pick 100 traces. Every time a new trace is introduced, we continuously monitor the performance of our analysis system in terms of warning (WRF) reductions. With more traces being made available, pointer analysis improves, as additional dynamic information yields new points-to sets not discovered before. Moreover, taint analysis improves due to the combined improvement in the points-to sets, as well as the reduction in the spurious static taint sets. Since the bug detectors consume both the pointer and the taint information, the number of warnings reduces over time. Initially, the WRF increases, and then becomes stable at the point when the dynamic coverage saturates. We observe that the performance of hybrid pruning is positively correlated with the amount and the quality (coverage) of the dynamic trace. We present in Figure 4b. Specifically, for every subject, the corresponding line gradient in Figure 4b represents the correlation of WRF with the trace count, e.g., gradient increases mean WRF increases as we add more traces.

**Gradient increases.** Points-to result improves when additional dynamic information yields new points-to sets that has dynamically never been seen before by the analysis. Also, taint can improve either due to more precise points-to sets, or additional dynamic taint information overriding its static counterpart at newer program points. Warning improves as it is positively correlated to the improvement of either or both the factors.

**Gradient unchanged.** Neither points-to, nor taint improves. Typically, it is the case when multiple traces exercise the same program path.

**Gradient decreases.** Increased dynamic information can discover more target objects pointed to by the same pointer; thereby increasing the size of its points-
to set. Similarly, extensive dynamic information available at the same program point can newly taint an object which was found not to be tainted in prior runs.

6 Limitations and Discussion

Potential false negatives. Our pruning strategy is context-insensitive, meaning that the different call contexts of the same callee method are indistinguishable from each other.

```c
void square(int *p) {
    *p = (*p) * (*p); // Unsafe binary operation
}

int main() {
    int n, c = 50, i;
    scanf("%d", &i);
    if (i < 100) {
        scanf("%d", &n); // Tainted input
        square(&n);
    } else
        square(&c);
    return 0;
}
```

Listing 1.2: False negative of hybrid pruning. Instructions in green are dynamically executed while the red ones are not.

In Listing 1.2, `square` is being called from two different contexts at Line 10 and Line 12, making `p` point to `{n, c}`. The tainted input `n` can flow to the multiplication operation at Line 2, if and only if `i` is less than 100. However, assume that the program is exercised only with test cases having `i` greater than 100. Therefore, in all the dynamic runs, the constant `c` is passed to the `square` call at Line 12, which establishes the dynamic points-to relation `p → c`. During hybrid pruning, when the algorithm evaluates the points-to set of `p` due to the call at Line 10, it will find that the instructions of `square` have already been dynamically visited, albeit from a different context (Line 12). The context-insensitive pruning strategy disregards the difference in call-sites. At this point, the dynamic points-to set will be given preference, and consequently the static points-to relation `p → n` gets killed. Due to the missing points-to relation, the taint engine will no longer propagate the taint to the multiplication operation at Line 2. In turn, the ITDUD vulnerability detector will fail to detect the potentially unsafe binary operation. To summarize, the context-insensitive pruning strategy can lead to false negatives in both the pointer and taint analyses, as well the vulnerability detection. As we show in Section 5, the performance of hybrid pruning is positively correlated with the quantity, and the quality (coverage) of the available dynamic trace.

Theoretical limitation. To detect temporal bugs, e.g., use-after-free (UAF), double free, etc., a bug detector needs to have both the reachability (if the attacker can trigger the events), and the timing (if the attacker can control the sequence of events) information. Therefore, the taint information alone is not enough in order to detect this kind of bugs. However, such a bug detector could still benefit from the precise pointer information to infer if different events, e.g., use, free, etc., are operating on the same program objects. Hence, how the hybrid...
points-to information improves the discovery of the temporal bugs could be an interesting research direction to explore.

**Applicability to other analyses.** Since hybrid pruning is inherently unsound, it is the best fit for applications where soundness is not a strict necessity, for example, in static vulnerability detection, limited cases of call-graph and control-flow graph construction, dynamic symbolic execution, etc. Indirect call resolution is a challenging problem—a purely static pointer analysis is likely to miss potential targets unless it is configured to be ‘overly’ conservative, in which case, it may become unusable. Hybrid pruning can indeed be effective, because it can restrict such a pointer to a smaller set of interesting targets.

7 Related Work

In this section we will discuss state-of-the-art techniques related to our work.

**Pointer analysis:** Pointer analysis is a fundamental program analysis technique with a very rich literature [20,42–44], and wide applications [23,27]. Steensgaard et. al. [44] provides a linear time algorithm based on type inference techniques for pointer analysis. Anderson inclusion-based pointer analysis is another important milestone for pointer analysis which provides good precision compared to Steensgaard et. al. with an acceptable performance overhead [43]. Yulei et. al. perform value-flow, and pointer analysis in an iterative manner to improve the precision of both [45]. Pointer analysis techniques are designed to be sound as they are mostly used in compiler optimization. However, there are other clients of pointer analysis that does not have this requirement. Vulnerability detection is one such client where less false positives [8], and more precision is required. There are few unsound pointer analysis techniques tailored for bug detection [9,11,12]. Similarly, speculative execution is one such client where the occasional lost of soundness is acceptable [24]. In order to achieve precision, one can also use dynamic analysis which is precise, but can never be sound. Marcus et. al. proposes a technique to compute pointer analysis results dynamically, which are called dynamic points-to results [19,32]. They also show that the static pointer analysis results are an order of magnitude imprecise than dynamic points-to results. Another work shows how the dynamic points-to results can be used for program slicing [31]. Additionally, David et. al. integrates pointer analysis with Dynamic symbolic execution to increase the precision of pointer analysis [46]. However, dynamic information heavily relies on the tests, and can never be sound. In this work, we explore the possibility of augmenting the static pointer analysis—which is imprecise but sound with dynamic points-to—which are precise but unsound. We then show how this can be used to increase the precision of vulnerability detection techniques.

**Taint analysis:** Taint tracking is a data flow tracking technique to track the effect of user data at various program points [36]. Static taint tracking [28] requires a precise pointer analysis, else it usually ends up with Taint explosion [41], tainting all program data. Consequently, almost all the static taint tracking techniques are developed for Java [28] and other strongly typed languages where the pointer analysis results are relatively precise. Dynamic taint
tracking (DTT) [25, 36] is usually performed by instrumenting program instructions [25], resulting in memory and run-time overhead. Though several techniques have been developed to improve the run-time overhead; it still suffers from the lack of dynamic coverage [21, 22, 30, 47].

**Vulnerability detection.** Nevertheless imprecise, the importance of static analysis in vulnerability detection is undeniable. A large body of work on the static detection of vulnerabilities in C/C++ programs has evolved over the last two decades. Engler et al. first explored this domain using various static analysis techniques [17, 50, 52]. Other techniques target only specific classes of vulnerabilities, such as, buffer overflows [16, 18, 53], memory leaks [49], integer anomalies [35, 48], and format string errors [38]. However, as the complexity of software grows, these techniques either do not scale, or incur a large number of false positives.

The key motivation behind this work is to bring the best of both the worlds together, i.e., the scalability offered by the static analysis, and the precision guaranteed by the dynamic analysis. We attempt to combine both in a novel way, such that, we can draw on the strengths of each. There exists previous attempts that combine static and dynamic analysis for various applications [7, 10, 14, 15, 26, 39, 40]. Tapti et al. combines static analysis with dynamic data flow tracking (DFT) to increase the precision of pointer analysis [34]. They used this precise pointer analysis to protect memory disclosure, and transient execution attacks. Other techniques have aimed to improve vulnerability detection as a downstream client, e.g., using dynamic analysis to verify the results of static analysis, guiding fuzzing through static program analysis, using static analysis to localize program faults in untested code from fuzzer generated crash, etc. [14, 26, 39, 40]. However, none of them combine the static and dynamic analysis in an interleaved way to improve the points-to, and taint analysis—which is further used in vulnerability detection to reduce the false warnings. To our knowledge, we are the first to explore this direction.

**8 Conclusion**

In this paper, we introduce hybrid pruning where we improve the precision of static points-to and taint analyses by combining dynamic information collected from program’s run-time trace in a novel way. We propose two different modes of operation, viz., Hₐ and Hₛ, whose applicability is decided by the amount of dynamic information available. Our in-depth evaluation demonstrates both significant improvement in the precision of the points-to sets, and the reduction of the taint sets. When static vulnerability detection is used as a client of the improved pointer and taint analyses, the former is able to find 19 out 20 bugs in CGC and real-world software, where as cutting down 21% of the false warnings — making the analysis outcome more amenable to manual triaging.
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